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Abstract: Horizontal-axis tidal turbines (HATTs) have an acknowledged potential to extract a con-
siderable amount of clean renewable energy from ocean tides. Among these, bidirectional HATTs
(BHATTs) with bidirectional hydrofoils are thought to have higher economy than general HATTs.
To improve the BHATTs, this study systemically investigated the influence of swept blades on the
performance and hydrodynamics of the BHATT. A three-dimensional (3D) numerical model based on
OpenFOAM was adopted to simulate a full-scale BHATT. The numerical framework was validated
using two well-known experiments, and the mesh convergence was taken into consideration. The
results indicate that the forward and backward swept blades have a limited impact on the perfor-
mance and hydrodynamics of the BHATT. The upstream swept blade leads to a 4.3% decrease in the
load on the rotor at design tip speed ratio (TSR) with a 2.0% decrease in the power. The BHATT with
a downstream swept blade can produce 3.2% more energy at TSR = 6. Moreover, the swept blades
have the opposite effect on the power of the BHATT at TSR = 6 and TSR = 9.

Keywords: bidirectional horizontal-axis tidal turbine; performance; swept blade; hydrodynamics

1. Introduction

In recent years, renewable energy has attracted increasing attention, because can help
reduce global warming caused by the huge greenhouse emission from fossil fuel combus-
tion [1]. Tidal stream energy is considered as one of the most promising energy because
of its high energy density and high predictability [2]. Among the facilities that utilize tide
stream energy, horizontal-axis tidal turbines (HATTs) such as the Atlantic AR1500 [3] are
considered as the most mature and economical ones, and account for the largest share of
that market [4]. To improve reliability and reduce maintenance costs, some HATTs adopt
bidirectional centrosymmetric hydrofoils to operate in both ebb and flood tides instead
of additional moving parts. Such a kind of HATTs, e.g., Voith HyTide [5], Lunar Energy
RTT [6], and Sabella D10 [7], can be classified as bidirectional HATTs (BHATTs). Nicholls-
Lee et al. [8] reported that a HATT with bidirectional hydrofoils has an up to 9.6% higher
economy over a 15-year operating period compared with a HATT with general hydrofoils
as a consequence of its operation and maintenance cost savings. At least three BHATT
designs with peak power coefficients (CPs) of more than 40% in numerical simulations,
have been proposed by Liu et al. [9–11], Shiu et al. [12], and Guo et al. [13], respectively.

There are many methods to improve the performance of HATTs, a majority of which
are adopted from horizonal-axis wind turbine (HAWT) designs, for instance, winglets,
ducts (diffusers), and vortex generators. Among them, swept blades are a new method
to improve the power of HAWTs (i.e., make HAWTs generate more power), and they can
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also reduce the load on the blades of the HAWTs through appropriate design. A swept
blade is a blade where most of the upper blade sections are offset from the blade pitch line.
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) designed a 54 m-diameter HAWT with swept blades
called Sweep-Twist Adaptive Rotor (STAR), and tested it in Tehachapi (CA, USA) during
the winter of 2007 [14]. The results showed that the STAR design captured 10–12% more
energy than a baseline turbine without higher load on the rotor.

Besides the trial of SNL [14], there exist several studies concerning swept blades.
Amano et al. [15] reported that a rotor with a backward swept blade could produce 7–10%
more energy than one with a straight blade at low wind speeds ranging from 5 to 12 m/s.
Larwood et al. [16] found that a well-designed swept blade could lead to a 6.0% increase
in the annual energy production (AEP) and a 15% decrease in the damage equivalent
loads. Ding et al. [17] developed a HAWT with a backward swept blade, which captures
1.34% more energy than a baseline turbine over one year with a decrease in the load on the
blade. Shen et al. [18] studied the aerodynamic shape optimization of non-straight blades
and achieved a three-dimensional (3D) stacking line with an AEP production and a better
starting behavior. Khalafallah et al. [19] compared the effect of swept directions on the
CP of a HAWT. The results shows that the swept lines toward downstream direction can
increase the CP by up to 3.47%. Kaya et al. [20] investigated the influence of both forward
and backward swept blades with different parameters on the performance of a HAWT and
found that the optimal forward swept blade could contribute an up to 2.9% increase in
the power.

Unlike conventional HATTs equipped with patching machines or yaw systems, the
blades of BHATTs will not move with the direction shift of tidal stream. This means that
the blades of BHATTs cannot maintain the sweep directions, i.e., the upstream swept
blade for ebb tide means the downstream swept blade for flood tide. According to the
aforementioned studies, different swept directions cause different effects on the power of
the HATTs. However, swept blades can still help BHATTs extract more energy. Firstly, there
are some swept blades with the same parameters but toward to the opposite directions
that can enhance the CP of the rotor [20]. Besides, although opposite sweep directions
will produce contrary effects, the power raised by the swept blade toward a direction
could thoroughly compensate or even exceed the power reduction due to the swept blades
with the identical parameters but toward the opposite direction [20]. Given that the ebb
and flood tidal stream is not symmetrical [21–23], the increase in the energy extracted by
the BHATT with swept blades in the tidal stream with higher speed over one day can
exceed the decrease in the energy in the tidal stream with lower speed. In addition, since
the load on the onshore electricity grid and the stand-alone island energy storage system
changes with time [22], the variation of the power coefficient is beneficial for BHATTs to
produce corresponding power in different time, which contributes to less pressure on grid
dispatching system and energy storage system.

Although swept blades have been adopted progressively by several HATTs, such as
Atlantic AS400 [24] and Smart Free Stream Turbine [25], few studies have been published
about the HATTs with swept blades, let alone BHATTs with bidirectional swept blades.
Therefore, the influence of the swept blades characterized with various properties (e.g.,
the swept directions, the tip offsets, and the curve exponents) on the performance of the
BHATTs is parametrically investigated in this study. Meanwhile, the influences on the flow
velocity distributions, the surface streamlines above the blade, and the pressure on the
blade are also taken into consideration. First, a full-scale baseline BHATT with straight
blades and the corresponding numerical model with validated numerical framework and
well converged mesh are presented. Afterwards, the influence of the swept blades toward
various directions on the power, the thrust, the near flow field of the BHATT, and the
pressure distribution on the blades will be analyzed. Furthermore, the influences of tip
offsets and curve exponents on the performance variation driven by the upstream and
downstream swept blades on the performance is taken into consideration. Finally, the
potential causes of the variation in the power and thrust are discussed.
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2. BHATT Design
2.1. Baseline BHATT Design

To make the BHATT work equally efficiently in both ebb and flood tides without
additional moving parts, the hydrofoil should be centrosymmetric. Referring to the designs
of Shiu et al. [12], Nedyalkov [26], and Guo et al. [13], a bidirectional hydrofoil based on
NACA 65-018 was designed. No-dimensional geometry of the bidirectional hydrofoil is
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. No-dimensional geometry of bidirectional hydrofoil, with the red point being the center
point of the hydrofoil.

An 18 m diameter BHATT with three straight blades was designed as the baseline
turbine. The design is based on Schmitz Method [27], which is recommended by El-
Okda [28], and also used by Qblade [29]. The turbine blade uses the bidirectional hydrofoil
mentioned above as cross sections. The axis of twist of each section is 0.5C away from the
leading edge. The design rotational speed, Ω, is 1.6 rad/s with a TSR of 6. TSR is defined
as follows:

TSR =
R·Ω

U
(1)

The size of the nacelle and support structure were referred to Atlantic AR1500 tidal
turbine [3]. The hub and the nacelle have a diameter of 2.4 m and a total length of 12.3 m.
An elliptic mono-pile support with a major axis of 4.32 m (0.24D) and a minor axis (width)
of 2.16 m (0.12D) was chosen as the support structure. The centerline of the rotor is 18 m
away from the seabed. The distance between the rotor plane and the leading edge of the
support is 3.24 m (0.18D). More details about the blades and BHATT are shown in Figure 2.
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2.2. Swept Blades Design

Four kinds of swept blades are taken into consideration as follows:

(1) Sweep toward the direction of the blade rotation (forward swept);
(2) Sweep toward the opposite direction of the blade rotation (backward swept);
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(3) Sweep toward the upstream direction (upstream swept);
(4) Sweep toward the downstream direction (downstream swept).

The straight blade and four directions of swept blades are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Sketch of four directions of the swept blade, with the cyan arrow being the direction of
incoming flow.

It should be noted that the chord length, the pitch angle, and the radial location of
blade sections stay unchanged when the blade sweeps. The only thing that changes is the
distance between the center point of the blade section and the pitch line of the blade. The
patch line overlaps the centerline of the straight blade.

The distance between the center point of the blade section and the pitch line is
defined as:

dl =

{
dtip

(
r − rss
R − rss

)z
r ≥ rss

0 r < rss
(2)

The equation is referred to STAR [30]. The dl is the distance between the center point
of the blade section and the pitch line of the blade. The dtip is the dl of the blade tip section,
in other word, the tip offset. The default dtip is 0.1R. The rss is the radial location of the
sweep start section with the default value of 0.3R. The z is 3.656 by default according to
Khalafallah et al. [19].

3. Numerical Modeling
3.1. Numerical Framework

A finite-volume VOF-based (volume of fluid) solver interDyMFoam (a part of open-
source code OpenFOAM 4.1) is adopted to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. It can simulate HATTs precisely [31,32] with a sliding mesh method that has been
proven to produce good results [33]. According to Wang et al. [34], a k-ω SST model is used
to describe the turbulence, as it can balance the accuracy, the computational resource cost,
and stabilization of the simulation. To reduce the cost of computational resource without
any loss of accuracy, a high-quality polyhedral mesh [35–37] generated through TGrid 18.1
is used to describe the geometry of the computational domain. The numerical schemes can
be seen in ref. [38].

To validate the numerical framework, the experiments by Lust et al. [39,40] (Exp. 1)
and the experiments by Guo et al. [13] (Exp. 2) were adopted. Among these, Lust et al.
chose NACA 63-618 hydrofoil, and present the performance [38] and the near-wake flow
fields [40] of their HATT; whereas Guo et al. [13] adopted bidirectional hydrofoils, but only
presented the performance of their BHATT. It should be noted that the interDyMFoam
solver was used for Exp. 1, while the pimpleDyMFoam solver, regarded as a version of
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the interDyMFoam without VOF model [41], was used for Exp. 2. It is because there was
no free surface in the cavitation tunnel for Exp. 2. The depth and width of computational
domains are equal to the sizes of experiment facilities, and the length is 3D upstream and
6D downstream.

The results, shown in Figure 4, indicate that the CP and CT predicted by the numerical
model agree well with the measurements in Exp. 1 and 2, with non-dimensional numbers
CP and CT being defined as:

CP =
TΩ

0.5ρπR2U3 (3)

CT =
Fax

0.5ρπR2U2 (4)
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Figure 4. Comparison of performance and near-wake between simulations and experiments; (a) for
Cp, (b) for CT, and (c) for velocity distribution of near-wake.

The T (torque of the rotor) and the Fax (axial thrust on the rotor) are gathered by the
OpenFOAM built-in function “forces”, and then averaged over three rotational cycles of
the HATT. The density of water ρ is 998.2 kg/m3 for validations, and 1024.53 kg/m3 for the
full-scale simulation, respectively. The kinematic viscosity of water is 1.006 × 10−6 m2/s for
validations, and 1.048 × 10−6 m2/s kg/m3 for the full-scale simulation, respectively. The
kinematic viscosity of air is 1.8 × 10−5 m2/s for validations, and 1.513 × 10−5 m2/s kg/m3

for the full-scale simulation, respectively.

3.2. Model Setup

A cuboid with a length of 180 m (4D upstream + 6D downstream), a width of 72 m
(3D + 3D), and a height of 60 m is set as the computational domain for the full-size
simulation. Herein, the water depth is maintained at 36 m (2D). As shown in Figure 5a,
the computational domain is divided in two zones by the sliding interface. The boundary
conditions used in the simulation for Exp. 1 are adopted in the full-scale simulations. The
inlet has a uniform velocity of 2.4 m/s with a turbulence intensity of 5%. An outlet phase
mean velocity boundary condition is used for the outlet to keep the water level without
disturbing the flow fields [42]. The velocity on the top will be calculated from the pressure
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gradient near the top, in which total pressure is set to 0. The bottom and side walls are set
as symmetry boundaries. All parts of the BHATT are simplified as a smooth wall.
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(b) for the mesh at z = 0.

This simulation employs a Cartesian coordinate system with the origin located at
the intersection point of three centerlines of blades, as shown in Figure 5a. The positive
X-axis is in the streamwise direction, and parallel to the centerline of the rotor. The positive
Y-axis is in the opposite direction of gravity, and the positive Z-axis is outside the paper in
Figure 5a. Therefore, the direction of rotation is (−1 0 0) according to right-hand rule.

The cell-related lengths employed in the full-scale simulation are similar to the sim-
ulations for Exp. 1 and 2. To test the mesh convergence, three sets of rotor mesh named
as mesh 1 (0.71 × 106 cells), mesh 2 (0.99 × 106 cells), and mesh 3 (1.37 × 106 cells) were
compared. Taking TSR = 6 as instant, The CP of the three sets is 0.401, 0.427, and 0.436,
respectively, while the CT of three sets is 0.852, 0.851, and 0.846, respectively. According to
the definition of NACA [43], the GCI23 (Grid Convergence Index of mesh 2 and mesh 3)
for CP is 0.0135, and the GCI23 for CT is 0.0085. Therefore, the set of mesh 3 was adopted,
and the rotor mesh size sets for different surfaces and zones stay unchanged for following
simulations. The mesh for whole computational domain is shown in Figure 5b. The total
number of cells in rotating and stationary zone is a little more than 2.0 × 106. The y+ of the
whole turbine ranges from 20 to 300 in most cases. However, only very small surface has a
y+ less than 30, and the y+ of the leading edge is always more than 30.
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The performance of the BHATT with straight blades is shown in Figure 6. The CP
and CT of the BHATT with straight blades is set as CPref (reference CP) and CTref (reference
CT), respectively.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Influence of Swept Blades in Different Directions

Figure 7 demonstrates the variation in the performance of the BHATT due to the swept
blades. It can be seen that the forward swept blade and the backward swept blade have
a slight effect in the similar manner on the CP and CT of the BHATT. At design TSR, the
forward swept blade causes a 0.6% decrease in the power with a 0. 4% decrease in the
thrust, while the backward swept blade reduces the power by 0.5% and the thrust by 0.3%.
At TSR = 9, the forward swept blade gives rise to a 0.8% increase in the power, while the
value of the backward swept blade is just 0.1%. Meanwhile, the thrust on the rotor changes
by −0.03% and 1.0% because of the forward and backward swept blades, respectively. To
summarize, there is not attractive enough effect, neither on enhancing the power, nor on
reducing the thrust, to adopt the forward or backward swept blades in the BHATT.
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On the contrary, the upstream and downstream swept blades have a remarkable
impact on the power and thrust of the BHATT. Unlike the forward and backward swept
blades, the influence of the upstream and downstream swept blades on the power of the
BHATT is segmented. That is, at TSR ≤ 7 and TSR > 8, they exert an influence upon the
power in an opposite manner. Concretely speaking, the upstream swept blade leads to
a 2.0% decrease in the power with a 4.3% decrease in the thrust at TSR = 6. At TSR = 9,
The upstream swept blade improves the power by up to 9.4% with a decrease in the thrust
by 4.9%. Differ to the upstream swept blade, the downstream swept blade contributes to
a 3.2% increase in the power with a 3.7% increase in the thrust at TSR = 6. At TSR = 9,
the downstream swept blade reduces the power by 3.5% with a 5.1% growth in the thrust.
Given that the rotor should be maintained at TSR = 6 to extract the maximum amount
of energy, the upstream swept blade can be regarded as a good method to reduce the
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load on the blade, whereas the downstream swept blade is considered to be a practical
method to increase the power. Moreover, assuming that the flood and ebb tidal stream is
symmetrical, the downstream swept blade make the BHATT extract 0.6% more energy over
one day. Besides, in asymmetrical tidal stream, the BHATT with downstream swept blades
for stream with higher velocity can generate more than 0.6% energy over one day.

As aforementioned, the influence of swept blades on the power at TSR = 6 is opposite
from that at TSR = 9. Therefore, the influence of swept blades at TSR = 6 and TSR = 9 will
be analyzed separately.

Research on the flow velocity distributions near the rotor, especially the flow velocity
distributions in the wake is important [44,45]. The flow velocity distributions near the rotor
at TSR = 6 are represented in Figure 8. In front of the rotor, there is almost no difference
in the velocity distribution between the straight blades, the forward swept blade, and
the backward swept blades. Meanwhile, compared with the straight blade, the upstream
swept blade leads to a lower axial flow velocity and a higher spanwise flow velocity at
x/D = −0.25, whereas the downstream swept blade performs just the opposite behavior,
i.e., a high axial speed and a low spanwise speed. Moreover, the circumferential flow
velocity is not affected by the blade sweep. In the wake from the rotor, in comparison
with the straight blade, there is a higher axial flow velocity and a lower spanwise flow
velocity from the upstream swept blade, while there exist a lower axial flow velocity and a
higher spanwise flow velocity from the downstream swept blade. In addition, there is a
slight difference in the flow velocity distribution between the straight blade, the forward
swept blade, and backward swept blade. Furthermore, the effect of swept blades on the
circumferential flow velocity shares the same tendency with that on the spanwise flow
velocity, and both attenuate with the increase of the distance from the rotor. It is noted
that the difference in the spanwise and circumferential flow velocity at x/D = 2.0 can be
ascribed to the shedding vortices from the nacelle.

Although the swept blades have the opposite effect on the power of the BHATT at
TSR = 6 from that at TSR = 9, the variation in the velocity of the incoming flow due to the
blade sweep at TSR = 9 shares the same trend with that at TSR = 6, as shown in Figure 9.
Behind the rotor, the effect of the swept blades on the axial flow velocity at two TSRs also
share the same trend, even though the tendency of the axial flow velocity distribution along
the Y-axis sharply deviates. In addition, all types of swept blades have a slight effect on the
spanwise flow velocity in the wake. Moreover, the effect of the upstream and downstream
swept on the circumferential flow velocity changes with the increase of the distance from
the rotor, while the effect of the forward and backward swept blades is negligible.

The surface streamlines above the blades at TSR = 6 are demonstrated in Figure 10,
and those at TSR = 9 are shown in Figure 11. There is not much meaningful difference
observed at r/R ≤ 0.8 above the suction surfaces due to the strong spanwise flow and
separated flow. However, it can be seen that the directions of the separated flow near the
trailing edge changes remarkably above the suction surfaces due to the introduction of the
forward and backward swept blades. The similar phenomenon can also be observed above
the suction surfaces at TSR = 9, as represented in Figure 11. Above the pressure surface, the
upstream swept and downstream swept blades have a negligible impact on the flow field
at both TSR = 6 and 9. On the contrary, the forward and backward swept blades do change
the directions of the local stream observably at r/R > 0.8. That is to say, the streamlines
above the pressure surfaces of the forward and backward swept blades at r/R > 0.8 are not
parallel to the blade sections as that of the straight blade.
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Tip vortices generated by blades sweeping in different directions at TSR = 6 and 9
in the wake are illustrated in Figure 12. Herein, the region exhibited above is 0.06 m
(0.1 CTip) away from the trailing edges of blades, and only involving the vortices in the
same directions as the theoretical tip vortex. It is clear that the shape of tip vortices is
similar at TSR = 6 and 9, while swept blades in different directions lead to tip vortices
formed in diverse shapes. It should be noted that there are two vortex cores of the tip vortex
from the forward swept blade, which are for two tip vortices from the forward swept tip.
One is the flow from the leading edge of the blade to the suction surface, and the other
is the flow from the pressure surface to the suction surface. In other words, a new vortex
generated from the projecting leading edge of the blade tip. Except for the forward swept
blade, the other swept blades have a slight impact on the peak vorticity of the tip vortices
at TSR = 6. While at TSR = 9, the backward swept blade causes a remarkable increase in
the peak vorticity, while the upstream swept blade observably reduces the peak vorticity.
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Besides the flow field surrounding the blades, the pressure distributions on the blades
are also analyzed. The pressure coefficient distributions on six sections of diverse blades at
TSR = 6 are shown in Figure 13, with the Cpress being defined as:

Cpress =
p_rgh − p_rghref

0.5ρ(
(

CPref
CTref

U)2 + (Ωr)2
) (5)

The p_rgh can be regarded as a physical quantity to describe pressure without hy-
drostatic pressure. It is also widely used in multi-phases flow solvers of OpenFOAM to
replace pressure in order to improve convergence. The p_rgh of 181,115.5 N/m2 at the
point (−54 0 0) is chosen as the p_rghref. The (CPref/CTref)U in Equation (5) is the refer-
ence theoretical averaged flow speed through the rotor plane according to the Schmitz
Method [27].

At r/R ≤ 0.7, except for a slightly greater negative pressure on the leading edge and
the middle part of the suction pressure of the downstream swept blade, other swept blades
have a negligible impact on the pressure distributions. At r/R ranging from 0.8 to 0.9, a
higher negative pressure on the leading edge and a lower negative pressure on the middle
part of the suction surface are observed above the upstream swept blade, while there is a
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greater negative pressure on the leading edge and the middle part of the suction surface
above the downstream swept blade. In general, the difference between the straight blade
and other swept blades in the pressure distribution is quite tiny. At r/R = 0.95 and 0.98,
a significant variation occurs because of the blade sweep. More specifically, the forward
swept blade leads to a lower negative pressure on the leading edge of the suction surface,
while the backward swept blade results in an increase in the negative pressure on the
leading edges of the suction surface and a decrease in the positive pressure on the leading
edges of the pressure surface. Meanwhile, the upstream swept blade brings a larger effect
with the same tendency as that at r/R ranging from 0.8 to 0.9, and the downstream swept
blade leads to a lower negative pressure on the leading edge of the suction surface and a
lower positive on the leading edge of the pressure surface.
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The pressure distributions on various sections at TSR = 9 are presented in Figure 14.
It can be seen that the blade sweep do not affect the pressure distribution at the section
at r/R = 0.5. At r/R ranging from 0.7 to 0.98, there are a higher negative pressure on the
middle part of the suction surface of the downstream swept blade, and a lower negative
pressure on that of the upstream swept blade. Meanwhile, little difference in the pressure
distribution is observed on the forward and backward swept blade. Except for the variation
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in the pressure distributions on the middle part of the suction surfaces, at r/R ranging from
0.9 to 0.98, the upstream swept blade enhances negative pressure on the leading edge of
the suction surface, while the downstream swept blade brings a lower negative pressure
on the leading edge of the suction surface and a lower positive pressure on that of the
pressure surface. It should be also noted that the difference in the pressure on the trailing
edge between the suction and pressure surfaces of the downstream swept blade decreases
observably. Moreover, the forward swept blade leads to a lower negative pressure on the
leading edge of the suction surface at r/R = 0.98, while backward swept blade brings the
opposite effect.
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4.2. Influence of Swept Blades with Different Parameters

Apart from the direction that the blade sweeps in, the effect of tip offset (dtip in
Equation (5)) and the curve exponent (z in Equation (5)) on the performance of the BHATT
are also analyzed. Due to the slight effect of the forward and backward swept blade, only
the upstream and downstream swept blades are taken into consideration.

The variation in the power and thrust versus diverse swept blades with different dtip
is demonstrated in Figure 15. It is clear that the swept blades with different dtip in the
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same directions have the same trend in the effect on the power and thrust of the BHATT.
Moreover, the larger the tip offset, the greater the effect on both the power and the thrust.
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Figure 16 illustrates the variation of the power and the thrust of the BHATT with
diverse curve exponents. It is clear that the curve exponent has a limited effect on the
power, while the thrust is affected in a slight manner except for the thrust at TSR = 4. To
be specifical, at TSR ≥ 8, the larger the curve exponent for the upstream swept blade,
the greater the effect on the power. On the contrary, at TSR ≤ 7, the smaller the curve
exponent for the upstream swept blade, the greater the effect on the power. It is noted that
the upstream swept blade with larger curve exponent can always produce more power
than that with smaller curve exponent. Moreover, the smaller curve exponent for the
downstream swept blade causes a greater effect on the power at TSR = 4. Furthermore, the
power is affected more remarkably owing to the larger curve exponent for the downstream
swept blade at TSR ranging from 5 to 8, and the power of the rotor with the downstream
swept blade keeps almost unchanged at TSR = 9.
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4.3. Potential Reasons for the Variation in the Power and the Thrust

Some researchers think that the radial (spanwise) force variation may result in the
power variation [19,20]. More specifically, the lower positive radial force or the higher
negative radial force expend the stream tube through the rotor [46]. In other words, the
axial flow velocity through the rotor becomes larger. Larger velocity means more energy
inputting, leading to an increase in the power of the rotor.
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However, there are two doubts about this opinion. Primarily, the negative radial force
on the blade refers to a positive radial force from the blade on the flow. This will contribute
to a larger spanwise flow velocity in front of the rotor and resultantly a lower axial flow
velocity through the rotor. The radial force driven by a single blade on the flow is shown in
Figure 17, with the non-dimensional number CRF being defined:

CRF =
−Fra

0.5ρπR2U2 (6)
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Herein, Fra present the radial force on a single blade. It can be seen that the upstream
swept blade exerts a lower positive radial force on the flow, while the downstream swept
blade applies a higher positive on the flow compared with the straight blade. However,
as mentioned in Section 4.1, a lower axial flow velocity is expected to be resulted from
the upstream swept blade, whereas the downstream swept blade is considered to create a
higher velocity. This clearly contradicts the aforementioned hypothesis.

Besides, the fact that the larger speed of the incoming axial flow velocity does not
necessarily result in higher power output, becomes the secondary question. That is to say,
the axial velocity is not always positively correlated with the power. For instance, there is a
lower axial flow velocity occurring in front of the rotor with the upstream swept blade at
both TSR = 6 and 9, however, the upstream swept blades have the opposite effect on the
power output of the BHATT at TSR = 6 and 9. More specially, the upstream swept blades
generate less power at TSR = 6, whereas generate more power at TSR = 9 compared with
the straight blades. In other words, the similar variation in the axial flow velocity results
in the opposite variation in the power. As a result, the variation in the power and thrust
cannot be ascribed solely to the change in the radial force.

As shown in Figures 8 and 9, the blade sweep in different directions leads to the
difference in the incoming flow, resulting in the changes in the inputting power. Afterward,
as demonstrated in 10 and 11, the flow surrounding the blade changes due to the blade
sweep, to which the variation in the pressure on the blades shown in Figures 13 and 14
can be attributed. Moreover, the difference in the tip vortex can also partially account for
the variation in the power and thrust. In a word, the variation in the performance of the
BHATT can be ascribed to complex flow field changes as the result of the blade sweep.
However, the more specifical relation between the swept blades and the flow field changes
needs further research.

5. Conclusions

This study developed a 3D numerical model based on interDyMFoam, accompanied
by the k-ω SST model, VOF model, and the sliding mesh method to numerically investigate
the influence of blade sweep on the full-scale BHATT. After the validation of the numerical
framework and the test of mesh convergence, the influence of swept blades in different
directions on the power and thrust of the rotor and the flow field surrounding the rotor
are analyzed. Afterward, the influence of tip offset and the curve exponent for the blade
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sweep are taken into consideration. Finally, the possible reason that could contribute to the
variation in the power and thrust is discussed.

The swept blades implement the effect on the power in an inconsistent behavior when
TSR ≤ 7 and >8. The forward and backward swept blades have a slight effect on the power
and thrust of the BHATT, coupled with a slight influence on the incoming flow and the
wake from the rotor. Moreover, they have a remarkable impact on the pressure distribution
on the sections at TSR > 0.95. This phenomenon can be partially ascribed to the considerable
variation in the tip vortex owing to the blade sweep.

Besides, the upstream swept blade contributes to a 4.3% decrease in the thrust with a
2.0% reduction in the power at design TSR, while the downstream swept blade brings a
3.2% improvement in the power with a 3.7% growth in the thrust. That is to say, assuming
that the flood and ebb tidal stream are symmetrical and the BHATT operates at design
TSR, the downstream swept blade make the BHATT extract 0.6% more energy over one
day. Besides, in asymmetrical tidal stream, the BHATT with downstream swept blades for
stream with higher velocity can generate more than 0.6% energy over one day. Noted that,
the effect of the upstream and downstream swept blades at TSR = 9 is more considerable
than that at design TSR. Meanwhile, the influence of upstream and downstream swept
blades on the incoming flow and the wake flow presents in contrary tendencies, and the
effect on the pressure distribution at r/R > 0.5 becomes differ likewise.

The tip offset has a remarkable influence on the effect of the upstream and downstream
swept blade on the performance of the BHATT. On the contrary, the curve exponent has a
slight effect on the power of the rotor with upstream or downstream swept blade, and a
negligible effect on the thrust of that.

The variation in the power and the thrust of the BHATT can be ascribed to several
reasons, e.g., the changes in the incoming power, the changed flow field surrounding the
blades, and the difference in the tip vortex. However, it needs further study to understand
the more specifical relationship between the swept blades and the flow field changes.
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Nomenclature

A Aera of the rotor [m2]
C Chord length [m]
CTip Tip chord length [m]
CP Power coefficient [-]
CT Thrust coefficient [-]
CRF Radial force coefficient [-]
CPref Reference CP [-]
CTref Reference CT [-]
Cpress Pressure coefficient [-]
D Diameter of rotor [m]
dtip Distance between center point of blade tip section and pitch line [m]
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dl Distance between center point of local blade section and pitch line [m]
Fax Axial thrust on rotor [N]
Fra Radial force on one blade [N]
p_rgh Pressure without hydrostatic pressure [N/m2]
p_rghref Reference p_rgh [N/m2]
R Radius of rotor [m]
r Radius of local blade section [m]
rss Radius of sweep start section [m]
T Torque on rotor [N·m]
TSR Tip speed ratio [-]
U Incoming flow velocity [m/s]
z Curve exponent [-]
ρ Density of water [kg/m3]
Ω Rotational speed [rad/s]
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